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Editor In Chief Report

Sorcha Deheer

As most of you know, this will be our last issue for the 
academic year. We know that this year has been incred-
ibly difficult for a lot of students and we want to thank 
you for your continued support. This edition features 
a “looking back and looking forward” theme. As the 
year comes to a close our staff have reflected on the 
pandemic and how it has shaped our lives. As a fun 
way to express this reflection, we have compiled a list 
of quarantine recipes as well as a staff show and tell. On 
the topic of looking back, we have compiled a series of 
old Meliorist pages that provide a glimpse into the past. 
We chose ones that were interesting, funny or just plain 
odd. If you are interested in seeing more, check out the 
University of Lethbridge’s digital archive.

As always, we have a wide range of content. We 
have collaborated with the niche gallery to help 
showcase senior student artwork since most students 
can’t access the gallery in person. On the topic of 
Covid-19, our news editor provides a glimpse at the 
future of in-person classes and future budget cuts. Our 
science editor has a particularly interesting article on 
the Mars Rover and the breakthroughs being made in 
space exploration. For the arts, our editor takes a look 
at the uncertain future of Lethbridge’s nightlife as well 
as a documentary recently released about the Oliver 
building downtown. As you may have already seen on 
our website, Ellis Crawford provides a rundown on the 
effects the new UCP budget will have on the U of L. 

A friend told me recently that journalism isn’t a place 
where you often make friends. It can be divisive, 
both among your colleagues and among the public. 
Journalists and journalism, in general, are heavily 
criticized, many times with good reason. The decrease 
in readership and the increase in social media usage 

have made it very difficult for even established news 
outlets to stay afloat. This leads to heavy competition 
and sometimes inaccurate or sensationalist reporting. 
Not to mention the distinct lack of diversity among 
reporters and perspectives, outright fake news and a 
disregard for marginalized communities. 

An ongoing debate in journalism surrounds the 
idea of bias. The classic argument is that report-
ers and journalists should be unbiased, impartial 
witnesses to events. Others argue that complete 
impartiality is impossible because our lived 
experiences, knowledge and worldviews ultimately 
influence the way we perceive an event (also called im-
plicit bias). Implicit bias is something that everyone 
struggles with, including the media. However, it is not 
the same as true bias. 

For a long time bias was used to describe any form of 
journalism that someone didn’t agree with. Journal-
ists make choices when reporting on stories because 
it is impossible to cover every aspect of an event in 
close detail. While these decisions can be made with a 
level of bias, they are often the result of limitations on 
space and time. This is why any good social studies 
teacher will tell you that you should read from multi-
ple different papers to completely grasp a situation. Of 
course, this is becoming increasingly difficult as we 
work longer hours with decreasing pay. 

The American Press Institute notes that “draining a 
story of all bias can drain it of its humanity, its 
lifeblood.” Journalism often relies on an interpreta-
tion of events, particularly when telling a story, rather 
than a simple statement of facts. What some perceive 
as bias may also be the very thing adding substance 
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and analysis to the piece.  Investigative journalism 
can especially benefit from bias, as the investigation 
often begins where a wrong needs to be made right 
or a cause taken more seriously. Investigations into a 
corporation’s potential human rights violations seem 
just to most people but could be perceived as biased 
from the perspective of the corporation. Similarly, 
people often want to hear good things about the po-
litical candidates they support. While it is the media’s 
responsibility to report accurately on what politicians 

say and do, it is not their job to make them look good 
(or bad). With these thoughts in mind, continue to be 
critical of what you read but also understand that your 
news should never come from a single source. 

If you are interested in working for or freelancing for 
the magazine make sure to watch our website and 
social media for job postings and updates. Other than 
that, stay safe and take a well-deserved break!
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Editor’s Book Recommendations - 
40 Underappreciated Classics and Masterpieces

Sorcha Deheer

Whether you like the classics or not, consider giving these ones a try. I have compiled a shortlist of foundational 
texts that weren’t written by white men. Those exist, despite the education systems insistence that they don’t. I will 
obviously miss a lot of authors but this list is a good start for your summer reading. 

1. Save Me The Waltz by Zelda Fitzgerald

2. The Last Man by Mary Shelley 

3. The Bell Jar by Sylvia Plath 

4. Their Eyes Were Watching God by Zora Neale 

Hurston

5. The Color Purple by Alice Walker 

6. Middlemarch by George Eliot (also known as 

Mary Ann Evans)

7. The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank 

8. The Secret History by Donna Tart

9. White Teeth by Zadie Smith 

10. Americanah by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie

11. America is in the Heat by Carlos Bulosan 

12. The Hanging on Union Square by H. T. Tsiang 

13. East Goes West by Younghill Kang 

14. The Yellow Wallpaper by Charlotte Perkins Gilman 

15. Life and Times of Frederick Douglass by Frederick 

Douglas 

16. The Bluest Eye by Toni Morrison

17. Narrative of Sojourner Truth by Sojourner Truth 

18. Twelve Years a Slave by Solomon Northup

19. The Curse of Caste by Julia C. Collins

20. Wynema: A Child of the Forest by S. Alice Callahan

21. A Chinese Ishmael and Other Stories by Sui Sin 

Far

22. Hawai’i’s Story by Hawai’i’s Queen by Queen 

Lili’uokalani

23. The Souls of Black Folk by WEB Du Bois

24. I Am a Cat by Natsume Sōseki 

25. The Souls of the Indian by Charles Alexander 

Eastman

26. The Home and the World by Rabindranath Tagore

27. A Dark Night’s Passing by Naoya Shiga

28. Chaka by Thomas Mofolo

29. The Weary Blues by Langston Hughes

30. Quicksand by Nella Larsen

31. Home to Harlem by Claude McKay

32. My People the Sioux by Luther Standing Bear

33. Love in a Fallen City by Eileen Chang

34. Ficciones by Jorge Luis Borges

35. Where There’s Love There’s Hate by Silvina Ocam-

po and Adolfo Bioy Casares

36. The President by Miguel Ángel Asturias

37. The Living is Easy by Dorothy West

38. Nisei Daughter by Monica Sone

39. The Palm-Wine Drinkard by Amos Tutuola

40. In the Country by Mia Alvar
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Prepare For in-Person Learning in the Fall, 
says Minister

Liam Devitt

In a press release issued this Thursday, Advanced 
Education Minister Demetrios Nicolaides stated that 
there will be a “full return” to in-person learning at 
Alberta’s post-secondary institutions this fall.

“As we plan to transition back to in-person 
learning, the safety of students, staff and faculty will 
be our top priority. We will be working closely with 
Alberta Health and our chief medical officer of health, 
Dr. Hinshaw, to ensure a safe return to campus in 
September 2021,” Nicolaides said.

Nicolaides noted the provincial government’s 
commitment to getting one dose of vaccine to every 
Albertan who wants it by the end of June as a factor in 
this decision.

The minister also noted the stresses and challenges that 
universities have faced in the pandemic. 

“Over the past year, Alberta’s post-secondary 
institutions have adapted to the changing 
circumstances of the pandemic to protect students, 
staff and faculty. I want to express my gratitude to 
all faculty and staff members for their continued 
cooperation and hard work in keeping our 
campuses safe while still supporting students. The 
switch to online learning has not been easy, but our 
staff and students have all done great work to respond 

to the pandemic and maintain the quality of our 
post-secondary system,” Nicolaides said.

In February, the U of L announced that they were 
planning for a “significant return” to campus. This 
“significant return” framework included blend-
ed (mixed in-person and online) learning, and a 
potential cap on room capacity at thirty 
percent to allow for physical distancing. Residence 
capacity will also increase from 285 students to at 
least 700 students—going from about thirty percent 
capacity to at least seventy. However, no official plans 
have been released.

Later in March, the U of L announced that students 
should prepare to be in Lethbridge and be able to 
take in-person classes in the Fall semester. Now, with 
the provincial government on board for a return to 
campus, in-person learning in the Fall seems certain.

However, a bumpy vaccine rollout and surges in the 
more transmissible COVID variants leave the future 
uncertain.

The U of L has not released any detailed plans for what 
campus will exactly look like in the Fall. However, they 
have pushed back registration for the Fall semester to 
May 4 in order to prepare for the changes. 
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Kenney Tables New Budget: 
What it Means for the U of L

Ellis Crawford

The Kenney government released their budget for the 
2021-22 fiscal year on February 25th. The budget has 
big cuts to post-secondary, putting the University of 
Lethbridge in a precarious position. Many of the cuts 
were deeper than projected, the full implications of 
this decision have left many questions unanswered as 
to what the next year will look like.

There has been a reported 6.2% decrease in funding 
going towards post-secondary moving into the 2021-
22 period, with cuts to the University of Lethbridge 
being higher than previously discussed. The 
University of Lethbridge’s operating and program 
support base grant has been reduced by 5.8%, as 
opposed to the originally anticipated 5.11% decrease 
in grants. 

Alongside this, cuts for the next fiscal year are also 
expected to be higher than anticipated. Province-wide 
revenue has decreased from post-secondary educa-
tion. A decline in tuition received by post-secondary 
institutions caused by COVID-19 and campus closures 
related to this has also been noted in the 2021-24 Fiscal 
Plan.

Estimates from the Fiscal Plan for upcoming years 
expect the province will recover from the loss of 
funding due to COVID-19 “fairly well.” Howev-
er, as per the suggestions of the MacKinnon Panel, a 
panel of independent economists called in to review 
the Albertan economy and finances, the province is 
exploring “broader revenue streams [for post-sec-
ondary] to reduce reliance on the government,” 
including a raise in tuition and service fees. To assist 
with post-pandemic recovery, an additional $5 million 
has been budgeted towards internships in Alberta.

University President Mike Mahon sent an email to 
U of L faculty on February 25. Mahon specifically 
noted that Post-Secondary Mental Health, Students 
with Disabilities, and Health Workforce Action Plan 
Grants have been frozen at the same level as they 
were in 2020. Although the full details of the impacts 
this will have on the University, as “additional work” 
will be needed due to constraints on funding being 
higher than expected. As reductions are to be “applied 
differentially across institutions,” as stated by Mahon, 
the full impact of these cuts may vary across different 
faculty and students.

Tuition will still be capped at a 7% increase in the up-
coming year. However, with the MacKinnon Panel 
recommending that post-secondary institutions “pay 
for a higher proportion for their post-secondary 
education,” this may be subject to change after the 
2022-23 Fiscal Plan is released. 

The University of Lethbridge Faculty Association 
(ULFA) has called the budget “profoundly disap-
pointing” and has stated that, with the University of 
Lethbridge’s position as the second-largest employer 
in the city, this could make post-pandemic recovery 
increasingly difficult, should additional faculty 
experience layoffs. 

“By forcing our colleges and universities to charge 
more for fewer services, we make it difficult to attract 
new students to the Lethbridge area, and we end up 
encouraging our own children to go elsewhere if they 
want to receive the kind of quality education they used 
to be able to get right here, in Southern Alberta,” ULFA 
stated in their official response. 
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Checking in with U of L Levy Groups

Mikey Lewis

U of L students have been grappling with the realities 
of paying full tuition fees for online learning since 
March 2020. In this climate, added costs including 
mandatory non-instructional fees, recreational 
facilities, for example, have been placed under 
heightened scrutiny. In addition, discussions on 
student-run social media platforms such as U of L 
Confessions and ULeth Wildin show students’ concern 
regarding the fees paid to levy groups during this time. 
Although these critiques are not new for levy groups, 
the current context certainly seems to have heightened 
them. 

The University of Lethbridge currently hosts five 
levy groups, each funded by a small levy that almost 
all students pay. These groups all aim to provide a 
service for students and the university community. The 
groups include the Campus Collective Centre, (for-
merly known as the Campus Women’s Centre), CKXU, 
the Lethbridge Public Interest Group (LPIRG), the 
Meliorist Publishing Society and the World University 
Service of Canada (WUSC). We will not be covering 
ourselves, despite our status as a levy group, due to the 
inherent conflict of interest. While the fees for all of 
these groups are automatically added to most full-time 
students’ tuition fees in every Fall and Spring semester, 
every student has the option to opt-out of their fee by 
contacting each group directly. 

The Campus Collective Centre

What is it and what does it offer U of L students?

Current Centre Co-Coordinator Katie DeLucia 
describes the Campus Collective Centre as a 
“student-led space focused on inclusion, guidance and 

resources.” The Centre was established in 1998 by what 
DeLucia described as “a group of women addressing 
the lack of feminist spaces on campus and tackling 
issues around abortion and sexual health.” Shifting 
understandings of gender and intersectional 
feminism led to the group renaming itself. The Centre 
changed its name from the Campus Womens’ Centre 
to the Campus Collective Centre in order to provide an 
explicitly non-discriminatory space for U of L students 
of all genders.

The Centre is run by a non-hierarchical, 
consensus-based Collective which any student can 
join by attending two consecutive meetings. The 
Collective Board meets monthly to handle event 
planning, finance, and operations, while a small 
staff handles the day-to-day operations. The staff 
includes two Co-Coordinators and two other paid staff 
members that focus on peer support programming and 
community outreach. 

Prior to COVID-19, the Centre held regular open 
office hours, special events, discussion periods and 
educational programs alongside having full-time vol-
unteer peer support workers available to anyone in 
need. Students will likely know of the Centre’s wall 
of free menstrual and sexual health products stocked 
outside of the Centre’s space in SP150. These services 
have continued since the Centre went remote in March 
2020, with all social events moving online and all 
supplies remaining available for delivery, including free 
pregnancy tests. The Centre also offers a micro-bursa-
ry which any student can apply for once a semester 
without any questions asked, as well as funding and 
event planning help for like-minded students. 

http://www.uleth.ca/future-student/undergraduate-tuition-fees
https://clubs.ulsu.ca/levy-groups
https://campuscollectivecentre.com/about-us
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How much are U of L students paying?

Students began paying one dollar per semester 
toward the Centre in March 2004. The levy increased 
to three dollars in March 2017. These funds go toward 
purchasing the supplies given to students, paying 
the Centre’s staff and upkeep costs, running events, 
supporting community organizations and paying into 
the previously mentioned student emergency fund. 

How is the money managed?

As with all levy groups, fees are first collected by 
the University Cash Office. In the Centre’s case, 
these funds are then passed along to a bank account 
managed by the ULSU. Although the account is 
managed by the ULSU, the Centre maintains financial  
autonomy, withdrawing funds at their discretion via a 
request for disbursement. The Centre’s financial details 
are available for students to review at any Collective 
meeting or by request.  
Contact Information:
Website: https://campuscollectivecentre.com/ 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/ulethcolletive/ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/UlethCollective 
Twitter:  https://twitter.com/ULethCollective 
Email: collective.centre@uleth.ca

CKXU Radio Society (CKXU)

What is it and what does it offer U of L students?

CKXU is a non-profit, community-run radio station 
that has been operating out of the U of L since the early 
seventies. Originally a music broadcast sent out over 
Section A’s PA system in University Hall, the station, 
which records out of SU 164, has a coverage radius of 
about 120 km around the city and also broadcasts on 
www.ckxu.com and via TelusTV channel 7084. 

CKXU’s daily operations are managed by four 
full-time, salaried staff members and two part-time 
honorarium recipients. This organization is overseen 

by a Board of Directors which is elected annually by 
members of the Society and includes representatives 
from both on and off the U of L campus. 

CKXU prides itself on what current Executive
Director Genna Bourchier describes as an 
ongoing commitment to “focus on Canadian 
musicians, emerging genres, and underrepre-
sented identities.” The station facilitates this work 
through the efforts of a large team of volunteers who 
complete varied tasks including reviewing incom-
ing music submissions, planning events, fundraising, 
hosting shows and more. 

CKXU will provide a reference letter for any volunteers 
who contribute a minimum of 30 hours of volunteer-
ing. Students that apply to become CKXU members 
can also apply for jobs at the station and engage with 
CKXU’s many community partners to access discounts 
and other benefits. 

While the vast majority of CKXU’s operations took 
place on campus prior to the pandemic, almost all of 
them have moved online since March 2020. Some staff 
have remained on-campus in order to maintain the 
station’s status as an emergency service and to ensure 
that the station is accessible for those who may not be 
able to record from home.  
How much are U of L students paying?

The levy, first introduced in 1996, was last 
adjusted in 2014. Students are currently paying $8.84 
per semester, but the fee is now subject to a sliding 
scale tied to the Consumer Price Index (CPI) which 
will account for inflation. Bourchier stated that these 
fees cover the overhead costs for the non-profit 
organization, including salaries and broadcasting 
expenses. 

Bourchier also explained that the Society seeks 
out additional grant funding for special initiatives 
and concerns, such as the purchase of at-home 
recording equipment for hosts to use during COVID-19 

https://ulsu.ca/womens-centre-levy
https://campuscollectivecentre.com/
https://www.instagram.com/ulethcollective/
https://www.facebook.com/UlethCollective
https://twitter.com/ULethCollective
mailto:collective.centre@uleth.ca
https://ckxu.com/about-us?gclid=Cj0KCQjwl9GCBhDvARIsAFunhsk31sVS5L4_YifhVsxIkb16Q0wXN6bbi4CBFvEgwn_gzwuZ-URwIvEaAsGtEALw_wcB
http://www.ckxu.com
https://ckxu.com/volunteering
https://ckxu.com/shop/p/ckxu-202021-member-fee
https://ckxu.com/careers
https://ckxu.com/for-card-holders
https://ulsu.ca/ckxu
https://ulsu.ca/ckxu
https://www.statcan.gc.ca/eng/subjects-start/prices_and_price_indexes/consumer_price_indexes
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restrictions, or funding for their recent “For the 
Record” radio and live session recording program.

How is the money managed?

As of February 2021, CKXU has full control over their 
financial processes, including staff payroll, which had 
previously been handled by the ULSU. Bourchier stated 
that despite this newfound independence, the Society 
continues to maintain financial accountability through 
frequent reporting to the ULSU and ensuring that most 
of their levy funds are still held in a ULSU-run bank 
account. The station also makes a full financial review 
available at their Annual General Meeting, which takes 
place every September. 

Contact Information:
Website: https://ckxu.com/ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ckxuradio/ 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/ckxu_radio/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ckxu 
To volunteer: volunteer@ckxu.com or 
https://ckxu.com/volunteering 

Lethbridge Public Interest Research Group (LPIRG)

What is it and what does it offer U of L students?

LPIRG, which began operating in 2003, is a 
student-funded and student-run non-profit focused 
on empowering post-secondary students to become 
more engaged citizens. As stated on their website, the 
group is part of a loose network of “PIRGs” across the 
United States and Canada. The goal of these groups 
is to provide students with the support and funding 
needed to allow undergraduate students to engage with 
environmental and social justice issues through 
self-started research projects, events and direct action. 
The organization has one full-time staff role, the 
Executive Director, who works in the LPIRG office 
in SU 242. LPIRG also frequently hires students for 
part-time work. All major decisions are made by 
the consensus-based Board of Directors, which is 

composed of seven undergraduate students. Unlike 
other levy groups, LPIRG board members are elected 
by U of L students during the ULSU’s Student Council 
election period.

LPIRG moved off-campus in March 2020 as per 
COVID-19 guidelines. Any other details on how the 
group has adapted during the pandemic were not 
available on their website. Jennifer Prosser, LPIRG’s 
Executive Director, was unavailable for comment.

How much are U of L students paying?

Students have been paying five dollars per semester to 
LPIRG since its referendum was first passed in March 
2002. A brochure available on LPIRG’s website states 
that these levy fees are used “to fund student research, 
events, and projects demonstrated to be in the public 
interest, as well as providing additional administration, 
organization, and information resources to empower 
students to become engaged citizens.” 

How is the money managed?

Information on how levy fees are managed was not 
easily found on LPIRG’s website, although they do state 
that all students can access their books and financial 
records upon request. They also state in their bylaws 
that, as per standard practice for registered non-profit 
societies in Alberta, that a financial statement should 
always be brought forward at their Annual General 
Meeting. 

Contact Information:
Website: https://www.lpirg.org/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/l.pirg/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/lpirg.org/
Email: pirg@uleth.ca 

https://ckxu.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ckxuradio/
https://www.instagram.com/ckxu_radio/
https://twitter.com/ckxu
mailto:volunteer@ckxu.com
https://ckxu.com/volunteering
https://www.lpirg.org/about-lpirg
https://ulsu.ca/student-council
https://ulsu.ca//lpirg-referendum
https://www.lpirg.org/sites/default/files/pdf/lpirg-brochure.pdf
https://www.lpirg.org/sites/default/files/pdf/LPIRG-bylaws-2014.pdf
https://www.lpirg.org/
https://www.instagram.com/l.pirg/
https://www.facebook.com/lpirg.org/
mailto:pirg@uleth.ca
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World University Service of Canada (WUSC)

What is it and what does it offer U of L students?

WUSC is a national non-profit organization that works 
to provide youth from 15+ countries with improved 
access to educational and economic support. Their 
flagship initiative, the Student Refugee Program (SRP), 
helps Canadian post-secondary students to raise funds 
and provide social supports to young adult refugees 
looking to relocate to Canada.

WUSC first arrived at the U of L in November 2015, 
when a small group of students worked together with 
Anne Dymond (Associate Professor, Art History) to 
establish a WUSC Local Committee in response to 
increased awareness of the Syrian refugee crisis. The 
Local Committee functions as a student-run club, 
featuring an active general membership, executive 
team, meetings, social events and fundraisers. 

According to the Committee’s current Social 
Awareness Coordinator, Marissa Kamieniecki, 
paying into the levy gives students the opportunity to 
permanently change someone’s entire life “for less 
than the price of a cup of coffee.” Students more 
directly involved in the Committee can travel, develop 
professional skills and networks and gain extensive 
volunteer hours. For Kamieniecki, being a “WUSCer” 
has provided her with a way to “intentionally rethink 
the table, find new ways to bring people into the unit, 
and use my privilege to make space for someone else.”

Although they were able to sponsor their fourth 
student in December 2020, four months later than 
usual and with only two weeks to prepare, 
Kamieniecki shared that the current team is looking 
forward to a more standardized sponsorship process 
and club events in the 2021-22 school year. Facing the 
upcoming graduation of their last founding members, 
the Committee is actively recruiting new members and 
people to fill executive positions.

How much are U of L students paying?

Undergraduate students have been paying two dol-
lars per semester since the referendum was passed 
in March 2017. This money goes directly toward 
sponsoring one refugee student per academic year. 
Dymond, who remains the faculty representative for 
the Local Committee, stated that this money covers 
the basic funding requirements for one year of refugee 
sponsorship in Canada. All other Committee expenses 
are paid for by separate fundraising initiatives.

How is the money managed?

Once deposited into a ULSU bank account, the ULSU 
pays the university directly for the sponsored student’s 
housing and tuition fees and disperses the rest of the 
funds in monthly installments given directly to the 
student. 

Contact Details:
Email: wusc@uleth.ca
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/wusculeth/ 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/wusc.uleth/ 
Website: https://wusculeth.weebly.com/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/wusc_uleth 
Conflict of interest statement: The author of this piece 
has previously been involved with several of the groups 
reported on in this piece. Their involvement includes 
being a previous member of the WUSC Executive 
Committee, helping to design revised branding for the 
Campus Collective Centre, and most recently being 
featured in CKXU-FM’s “For the Record” project. The 
author is not currently involved with any of these groups.

https://wusc.ca/
https://srp.wusc.ca/
https://ulsu.ca/wusc
https://www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/services/refugees/help-outside-canada/private-sponsorship-program.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/services/refugees/help-outside-canada/private-sponsorship-program.html
mailto:wusc@uleth.ca
https://www.facebook.com/wusculeth/
https://www.instagram.com/wusc.uleth/
https://wusculeth.weebly.com/
https://twitter.com/wusc_uleth
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Staff Show and Tell

The Meliorist

The objects in our lives hold meaning, or at 
least some of them do. They encapsulate what is 
important and meaningful to us. They are the physical 
representations of our happiness, sorrow, 
frustration and apathy. Given enough time even 
the most mundane of objects hold immense value. 
Historians spend countless hours pouring over the 
mundane because that is where you can glimpse the 
realities of everyday life. The story of a society is not 

told through its big events or accomplishments, but 
through the everyday objects, hopes, dreams and 
thoughts of its people. To sum up a rather momentous 
academic year, we at The Meliorist have contemplated 
the meaning that objects hold and the relationship they 
have to our experiences. We would love to hear about 
the objects that are important to you in the comments 
on our website! 

Alexis Kelly - Website & Marketing Coordinator

2020 marked the year that university residences closed 
and after bouncing back and forth between family 
homes, I moved into my own place. I received a French 
Press as a housewarming gift along with a coffee 
grinder – this, however, is not that French press. I 
tragically broke the one I received and decided to 
purchase a new one. The first few times I made 
French press coffee; the coffee was not good. I had the 
measurements all wrong, I wasn’t putting in enough 
coffee grinds for the amount of water and it quite 
literally tasted like “bean water” instead of like the 
rich, delicious, caffeine-fueled morning I was looking 
for. This French Press has carried me through many 
morning classes and long meetings and during a 
pandemic, it has provided a routine. Before, I would 
just hit a button on a Keurig or Nespresso. But the 
routine of boiling the water, grinding the coffee beans, 
and the satisfying push of the coffee grinds down 
to the bottom of this coffee contraption feels more 
intentional. With the “robotic” or same day over 
and over again feeling a lot of us get from the 
pandemic work-from-home lifestyle, the intentional 
nature of this way of making coffee gives me a moment 
of metaphorical fresh air in the morning before diving 
into the computer. (Also, when it’s nice, I recommend 
enjoying your coffee in the literal fresh air). Image: Alexis Kelly
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Image: Sorcha Deheer

I tried being a minimalist for a long time. It was market-
ed as a catch-all way to invite happiness and contentment 
into your life. I also liked the anti-capitalist undertones 
that it carried. This last year or so I have realized that 
I am not built for this kind of lifestyle or aesthetic and 
that is okay. I can be anti-consumerist by buying with 
intention, buying second hand and supporting small, 
local, queer, and/or anti-capitalist artists. My walls 
are now covered with albums, hats, artwork, photos, 
postcards and other ephemera. Books pile up and 
plants litter the remaining space. I also allowed myself 
to own the outrageous and fun clothes that I wanted 
to wear. Embracing the clothes or the “maximalist” 
aesthetic continues to be a challenge. I know this sounds 
like a first-world problem and it probably is, but I’ll ex-
plain. 

I grew up poor and we moved around a lot. We lived 
in unstable, sometimes dangerous situations. We lived 
in shelters. Consequently, we often lost a good portion 
of our belongings, if not all of them. We lost photos, 
keepsakes, family heirlooms and treasured items. We 
lived with hoarders who filled our houses with so much 
stuff that it became impossible to clean. It became 
ingrained that we could lose everything at any time. 
This mindset is hard to get out of and has resulted in 
panic attacks and mass purging of belongings out of 
fear and shame. 

Like many early 2000s kids, I embraced alternative 
styles. I wore a mix of goth, emo, grunge and punk 
clothes, dyed my hair and adorned far too much 
eyeshadow. I was never one to stick to a particular 
style and I always loved expressing myself through 
clothes. Being alternative and poor made for an easy 
target at school. In high school, after losing most of my 
belongings and going through a rough time, I began 
to mute myself. This continued for many years after 
high school as I tried to fit in with the people around 
me. There was and remains a pervasive culture where 

women and girls were only seen as equal if they 
shunned typically feminine things. The “not like 
other girls” trope. I took out most of my piercings and 
stopped doing crazy things with my hair. I stopped 
wearing makeup, doing my nails, etc. Only in the last 
year or so have I been able to express myself in an 
authentic and creative way. 

So what is my object you ask? 
If I had to pick one 
I think it would 
be my vintage 
(thrifted) fur 
coat. A fur 
coat is loud, 
it’s 
feminine 
and it’s 
unneces-
sary. It 
tells the 
world 
that 
you 
don’t 
give 
a shit 
what 
anyone 
thinks. 
It’s the 
kind of 
thing 
I haven’t 
had the 
courage to 
wear for a 
long time. 

Sorcha Deheer - Editor in Chief 
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Mikey Lewis - Business Manager

Image: Mikey Lewis

So the item in my apartment with the most backstory is 
probably a can opener. Back in my undergrad, I did an 
internship in Connecticut where the company offered 
free accommodations in the form of company-owned 
condos. This included a hodgepodge of old and used 
kitchenware, most of which was ignored by new 
tenants who obviously preferred to buy and use their 
own. Fast forward a couple of months in, to a night of 
drunken foolishness, and you’d find me swinging this 
can opener around, claiming it was “the world’s dead-
liest weapon”. This obviously haunted me for the rest of 
my stay there, but nonetheless, I took it back to Canada 
with me as a keepsake of my time there. Since then, the 
can opener has been with me through several moves 
across several cities. True to its prophesied name, how-
ever, this can opener has accidentally cut a guest in my 

house on three separate occasions, one of whom in-
sisted they needed a tetanus shot at 3 in the morning 
because they couldn’t trust this can opener 
with a questionable history.

Edward Hsiang - Sciences Editor

Image: Edward Hsiang

My show & tell item for this year is this 
extremely nerdy little Funko Pop 
figurine of Adrian Tepes/Alucard, 
as depicted in the Castlevania 
animated series on Netflix (I’ve 
never played the games, don’t 
come for me). This silly version 
of my #1 favourite bisexual emo 
vampire represents a lot for me 
and this past season of my life. 
Quarantine forced me to get in 
touch with a lot of things that I’d 
let go by the wayside, particularly 
when it came to my creative 
passions, interests, gender, and family. 
The figurine was given to me by my dad, 
with whom I reconnected in a really deep 
way over the summer; the character’s gender 
presentation validates my own in a huge way; 
reconnecting with my love of anime brought a lot 
of joy and celebration of my inner child, and all of 

this reminded me of my passion for 
my own stories and art, and my 

desire to refocus on 
bringing them into the 
world. Every time I look 
at this clueless, sweet boy, 

I’m reminded of all the 
ways I’ve treasured myself 
this year, and all the things I 
can’t wait to do in the future. 

Hopefully without being left 
out of one of the best 

polyamorous throuples in 
history. If the next 

season doesn’t involve an 
exquisitely gay redemption 

arc, I’m rejecting it as canon. 
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Over the past year or so, I’ve written a lot of songs. 
Most are really terrible, but that’s just art. Also, 
when you’re faced with an apocalyptic event, trying 
to write nice songs that aren’t total downers is really 
impossible. But writing them out and getting them 
down is important. So, the item which I am now 

showing and telling is my guitar. Well, one of my 
guitars--this Martin is the one that I write almost every 
song on at first. It sounds nice, it plays well, the tone 
isn’t too bright. Will you ever hear the album’s worth of 
material I wrote and recorded over the past year? Oh 
god, probably not.

Jax Stienstra - Designer

My show and tell is the September/October 
magazine! I started this job without any clue about 
designing a magazine, I have improved so much since 
then. This year has been rough for a lot of people my-
self included. Humans don’t grow while having a good 
time, we grow the most when it’s hard. I find it as-
tounding that the work in the first edition took me so 
long to do, now I can do that amount of work in a few 
hours! This edition will be the best-designed edition 
for this year because I have grown and learned a lot.

Liam Devitt - News Editor
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Perseverance Mars Rover
Edward Hsiang 

It’s been almost a month and a half now since 
NASA’s new Perseverance rover landed on Mars. 
Travelling over 472 million kilometres and plummeting 
at 19,000 km/h to land on the surface of another world 
is no small feat; the culmination of a couple of decades 
worth of engineering and know-how. Perseverance is 
the only rover to have landed on Mars since Curiosity 
in 2012 and is also decked out with a lot more bells 
and whistles, including its very own mini-helicopter to 
deploy. Already it’s providing us with a stream of 
newfound discoveries, including the possibility of 
water trapped inside the planet’s crust! For this month’s 
deep dive, let’s explore the technology that made this 
historic landing possible, and review the findings 
released by NASA over the past month.

Getting to Mars

 Our journey starts on Earth at Cape Canaveral Air 
Force Station, Florida, on July 30th, 2020. A United 
Launch Alliance (ULA) Atlas V rocket successfully 

carried the rover into space. The rocket is operated by 
the ULA, a joint venture between Lockheed Martin 
(known for their fighter jets) and the more well-known 
Boeing. 

The Atlas V rocket consisted of two main stages, the 
first powered by a Russian RD-180 engine burning 
a fuel mixture of kerosene and liquid oxygen. The 
Centaur upper stage is powered by a US-manufac-
tured RL10 engine burning liquid hydrogen and liquid 
oxygen, which carried the rover payload into a 
parking orbit around Earth. The rover, encased in a 
protective aeroshell that includes a heat shield, was 
then propelled out of orbit towards Mars by a second 
firing of the Centaur rockets. Thrusters attached to the 
“cruise stage” manifold are able to make small correc-
tions to the payload trajectory on its way to the Big 
Red, relying on NASA’s Deep Space Network (DSN) to 
provide positioning data.

Photo Credit ULA
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Communicating From Mars

The Deep Space Network is an international array of 
giant radio telescopes, as well as a few orbital 
telescopes that allow NASA to receive powerful X-band 
transmissions from the Rover. Aside from the DSN, 
spacecraft currently orbiting Mars such as MAVEN 
and MRO, are also able to relay information from the 
rover to our home planet. MRO can relay small chunks 
of data from the rover in almost real-time, contrary 
to what popular science fiction media will lead you to 
believe. In fact, due to the distance of travel between 
Mars and Earth, communications can be relayed in as 
little as 11 minutes and 22 seconds. Comm windows, 
however, limit when data can be transmitted once the 
rover is on the ground, due to the orbit of the various 
satellites

Photo Credit: NASA

Landing on Mars

This brings us to what Space Engineers refer to as the 
7 minutes of death. Entry, landing, and descent, or 
EDL, are notoriously the hardest part of Perseverance’s 
journey. Having to plummet from space through Mars’ 
atmosphere at nearly 20,000 Km/h requires some very 
sophisticated technologies. Upon separating from 

the cruise stage, the rover pod begins its dangerous 
descent. Upon nearing its intended landing trajectory, 
the pod will fire onboard thrusters to de-spin and posi-
tion itself so the heatshield is facing downwards during 
the fall. As the spacecraft enters the atmosphere, the 
drag produced will naturally decrease its velocity a 
substantial amount, but also heats the surface of the 
craft to an astonishing 1300 degrees Celsius. The aero-
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Photo Credit: NASA 
Powered Descent

shell and heat shield, however, keep the rover inside safe 
and at room temperature. As the rover descends, small 
pockets of air can knock it off course, so once again the 
thrusters make minute adjustments for a guided entry.
Now at around 1,600 Km/h, a supersonic 
parachute is deployed, using a new Range Trigger 
technology to time the deployment and increase 
landing precision. The parachute is 21.5 meters in 
diameter and deployed at about 11 kilometres from the 
planet’s surface, slowing the rover to around 320 Km/h. 
The rover then cuts away the parachute and makes the 
rest of its journey down using only rocket thrusters. 
Finally, at around 20 meters from the surface of Mars, 
the pod will deploy a Skycrane Maneuver, lowering the 
rover from the descent stage manifold using a set of 
cables, depositing the multi-million dollar craft on a 
distant planet. 

Now at around 1,600 Km/h, a supersonic para-
chute is deployed, using a new Range Trigger 
technology to time the deployment and increase 
landing precision. The parachute is 21.5 meters in 
diameter and deployed at about 11 kilometres from the 
planet’s surface, slowing the rover to around 320 Km/h. 
The rover then cuts away the parachute and makes the 
rest of its journey down using only rocket thrusters. 

Finally, at around 20 meters from the surface of Mars, 
the podwill deploy a Skycrane Maneuver, lowering the 
rover from the descent stage manifold using a set of 
cables, depositing the multi-million dollar craft on a 
distant planet. 

A simulation of the entire EDL can be viewed on 
NASA’s website and comes highly recommended for 
those interested.
(Entry, Descent and Landing (EDL) - NASA Mars

Exploring the Surface of Mars

While Perseverance will be built off the original design 
of Curiosity, numerous upgrades to its mobility and 
data collecting instruments were implemented. 

Landing in the Jezero Crater, just north of the Mars 
equator, Perseverance will analyze the area which 
scientists believe to have once been flooded by 
water. Focusing on this new field of “astrobiology”, the 
rover is equipped with cameras, a drill bit, and multiple 
chemical sensors to analyze its surroundings. 
Perseverance also comes equipped with a microphone, 
allowing us to hear the Red Planet for the first time in 
history. 

NASA is also using the opportunity to test out 
new technologies that will pave the way for future 
exploratory missions. Perseverance has the 
capability to gather and store coring samples from 

Photo Credit: NASA 
Skycrane

https://mars.nasa.gov/mars2020/timeline/landing/entry-descent-landing/
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Photo Credit: U of A Faculty of Science

Martian rocks in tubes, preserving samples in hopes 
that future missions could deliver them back to Earth. 
It also tests technology for extracting oxygen from the 
CO2-saturated atmosphere of Mars. 

Finally, perhaps the crowning achievement of the 
rover upgrade is the Ingenuity Mars Helicopter. 
The helicopter will be the first attempt at achieving 
powered flight on a foreign planet and must be 
built strong and powerful enough to lift off in Mars’ 
incredibly thin atmosphere (less than 1% of Earth’s). 
Powered by solar panel charged Lithium-ion batteries, 
the 1.2 meter long blades have enough juice to sustain 
one, 90-second long flight per Martian day, and fly 
up to 5 meters up each time. While the engineers 
behind the design are optimistic, numerous 
challenges including the difference in gravity, 
atmosphere and climate have prohibited simulations 
here on Earth. NASA plans to have Perseverance 
film and document the historic test flight, coming 
soon in the month of April, allowing us all to witness 
the momentous occasion. 

What Have We Learned So Far?

Although the Perseverance is just beginning its 
mission and will first look for an opportune location to 
launch the Ingenuity helicopter, an initial survey of the 
landing site has excited scientists world-wide. 
Using a laser instrument to zap at rocks nearby, 
Perseverance has revealed them to be chemically 
similar to basaltic rocks on Earth, which form from 
molten rock. These initial tests have revealed evidence 
of water being locked up in the rock’s minerals. Visually, 
darker-coloured rocks look as if they’ve been weathered 

by water instead of wind and dust, perhaps due to an 
ancient river flowing through the area. 

In recent years, results from NASA’s Mars-orbiting 
MAVEN has attributed water loss on the Big Red to 
be due to atmospheric loss. We know that for some 
reason in the past, Mars lost its strong planetary 
magnetic field, allowing much of its atmosphere, 
and presumably its water content to be lost to space. 
However, a recent publication to Science by Caltech 
scholars who have been analyzing data from 
previous Mars missions revealed that the rate of 
atmospheric loss could not account for the 
disappearance of all water. The Perseverance’s findings 
corroborate the paper’s hypothesis that the water is 
instead locked in the form of hydrated  minerals inside 
the planet’s crust. 

Local News and Ties

University of Alberta’s Professor Chris Herd is 
actually a member of the Perseverance Rover 
mission as an expert in Returned Sample Science. His 
involvement will include choosing, along with a team 
of other scientists, which samples are collected and 
cached by the rover, as well as analysis of the samples 
once they are eventually collected and sent back to 
Earth. NASA schedules this collection to be 2031 at 
the latest, meaning we will likely be able to see results 
coming from our provincial university within the 
decade. 

Ingenuity Helicopter
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Local Filmmaker Celebrates Lethbridge History 
with Oliver Block Short Film 

Oseremen Irete

This short film by Bryce Baker celebrates the 
renovation and revitalization of “The Oliver Block”, 
a historic block on 5th street south in Lethbridge’s 
downtown core that was set for demolition.  

The filmmaker believes “it is important to highlight 
buildings like this that are saved. I think if we can 
bring more attention that this opportunity exists 
and put it in a good light then maybe we’ll see 
more renovations versus demolition and building.” 
Particularly in the residential industry where he 
works and says it is “extremely common for 
heritage houses to be torn down for houses that are not 
even better.”

Baker was looking for a portfolio piece to showcase 
his style and talents as a videographer. While working 
in the Oliver building where he rents office space, he 
began to notice the way light and people moved through 
it and sought to capture that. 

“I was using the Oliver Block as a testing ground for 
new things - timelapse, motion blur, keyframing. 
People just got used to me with my camera and tripod 
in there.” 

The documentary is built around interviews with 
Hunter Heggie, the local businessman who purchased 
the building and spearheaded its redevelopment and 
Lee Freeman the building manager. 

According to Baker, Heggie has kept much of the 
building’s history within its walls by sticking to its 
original structure instead of gutting it completely. This 
has preserved a sense of connection to its past. For 
example, during the interview, Heggie speaks about 

Alberta’s first female dentist whose office was in the 
building.  

“When he was talking about the first female dentist he 
was actually pointing at a door, it’s an actual room that’s 
still there.”

Baker says the project - which he considers his 
biggest so far - was one large learning process. He 
initially attempted to create a documentary in a day but 
quickly realized that would not be feasible and 
unforeseen issues like audio hiccups on one interview 
prolonged post-production.  

In today’s gimbal-obsessed climate, this video is 
refreshingly still. It avoids motion for motion’s sake 
with the camera resting on a tripod and motion coming 
from the elements within the frame.  

For this project, Baker chiselled down 55 minutes of 
interview footage into a 5-minute film. He says there 
are enough interesting stories left on the cutting room 
floor to warrant an extended cut. And now the current 
tenants of the Oliver Block are working on creating 
another generation of stories in this historic building. 

You can find more of Bryce Bakers’ work on his website 
www.clasual.ca or @clasual on Instagram. 

An extended cut could be a possibility one day. 

http://www.clasual.ca
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Not Enough Sorrow 

C. Madria Steven

Image: C. Madria Steven
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The Master’s Pens Can’t Write Poetry

Maggie O’Byrne 

Poems aren’t usually given explanations, but I think 
it is warranted in this case. This is a found poem, 
meaning all the words are taken from other sources. 
The words contained here are from feminist articles, 
books, speeches, and poems. Taken together, the poem 
represents the combined voices of feminist scholars 
and activists speaking together in the fight for a better 
future. The I’s were changed to we’s in order to fit the 
poetic narrative. Academic writing is, in essence, a 
conversation. I wanted to represent this conversa-
tion artistically. I wanted the reader to feel a sense of 
belonging, both to feminists and feminist scholars. 
Included are lines from my own poems, taken from 
my blog. This was my way of inserting myself into the 
dialogue while also taking responsibility for my 
personal feminist work.

The poem goes back and forth between talking about 
ourselves (feminists) and talking to the systems we 
are fighting against. The title plays on the phrase 
used by Audre Lorde, “the master’s tools will never 
dismantle the master’s house.” Many contempo-
rary feminist scholars are poets. I don’t think this is 
accidental. For centuries, women have used poetry 
and verse to critically examine the world around them. 
Similarly, artwork has been used by feminists and 
activists to make visible what people would rather 
ignore. Poetry and music are heard at protests, 

riots, and marches. In short, art and poetry have been 
staples of the oppressed, the marginalized and the 
downtrodden. These are tools that the White, 
hetero-patriarchal system has never been able to 
smother. It is this tool, the pen, that will help disman-
tle oppressive systems. This poem is a call to action, 
an act of solidarity and a push to keep going. It speaks 
aloud the anger we carry inside of us. It is a battle cry. 
Like our ancestors, we use the written word to speak 
when we cannot. To vent when we are forced to cross 
our ankles. Women are told to be quiet, submissive, and 
complacent. We are not taught to be angry or messy 
or loud. Angry women are considered anti-social,
dangerous, un-feminine and hysterical. Allowing 
ourselves to be angry is a form of dissent.

I am not good at being angry. It is not 
particularly in my nature and it was quelled from a 
young age, directly and indirectly. It was unseemly but 
it was also dangerous. Expressing anger only increased 
my chances of experiencing violence so I learned to 
please people. I learned to smile and stay calm. Now, 
when someone on the street tells me to smile, I smile. 
Not ironically, but actually. I look directly at them and 
smile as nicely as I know how and then walk away angry 
at myself. Poetry has been a way to lessen the anger that 
I don’t yet know what to do with.
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Today we awoke on unceded earth
This Indigenous land so often called Canada

A country of which we cannot divest ourselves
Where the legacy of enslavement lives on.

Concentrated surveillance and punitive targeting
Billions for the expansion of police forces and prisons

Only alludes to the
Level of pain they are willing to inflict on their citizens.

You might be ignorant of this reality but we
Do not live single-issue lives

To embrace this struggle
Feminism must be a movement of many senses.

Feminism
So much history in a word, so much it too has picked up

United in our distaste, we are still taboo
Too loud, too angry, too radical.

They wanted us to be robots, under their control
Begging for assistance

These are what the white fathers told us was precious
Their power

 which has become the model for every other form of exploitation.

Those wolves siphoned marrow from our bones
And convinced us it was love

But if we painted the nation red with
The blood of those it’s persecuted,

We would see no other colour.

We must remain in good spirits and synchronize our hearts and minds
Until we are all free

When living in structures defined by profit, by linear power, by institutional dehumanization
our feelings are not meant to survive.

While living in trenches made out of our bedsheets
We scarred, braided, kinked, and inked our bodies to show our refusal

To show the courage to see, to feel, to speak, and to dare.
To courage to live with anger

To feed upon that anger and to use that anger. 
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Language embodies the way society thinks
Loud acts of refusal and rebellion are written

Co-conspirators, abolitionists, radical resurgents
Calls to demolish

The converging and interwoven systems
That we will not grin and bear for the sake of propriety

You are not our burden to carry
And we will be judged as judgemental

The moment when we do not take it anymore

You feed us poison, tell us that
Back, queer, gay, trans, leftist, radical motherhood is a threat

You make us colorblind,
Because we cannot dismantle what we cannot see

You teach us to preference the performance of masculinity
over the rights and needs and words of children and women.

But our bodies are drums
Our bodies will be painted with the revolution and

Our blood will run.
It will run through the streets

and it will dry in the cracks for the next generation to see. 

So, go ahead and thrive
on that wretched taste you call freedom

But drop our bodies on the steps
of the people who sold it to you.

We will pay for our actions, but we will be in good company
Because we rely solely on our ideas to make us free

This is poetry as illumination
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No More Parties in LA: COVID-19
Oseremen Irete

No sector has been left untouched by COVID-19 but 
nightlife has arguably suffered the most at its hands. 
A business based on getting large numbers of people 
into small spaces is directly at odds with the measures 
necessary to slow the spread of COVID-19. 

“Most people have a good grasp of the challenges of 
the restaurant industry but as far as the nightclub scene 
goes there is a challenge when you look at how long 
in the last year they’ve been completely shut down,” 
said Hudson’s General Manager and part-owner Jesse 
Dixon. 

Hudson’s has built its brand in Lethbridge as a “party 
pub” combining a pub dining setting with a modestly 
sized dance floor to create an atmosphere “for people 
that [want] to party but in a fun and respectable way.”

That blend means that while clubs have been closed for 
the majority of the pandemic, Hudson’s has stayed open 
by offering food delivery and pickup. However, that 
alone is not enough to keep the business afloat. 

“Food will never be a driver for our style of business. 
It’s not a huge money maker for us. If we have to sustain 
like this long term it could be fairly detrimental.”  

Hudsons entered the pandemic in a good financial 
position and Dixon knows his company is in a much 
better shape than many of their counterparts in 
nightlife.

“The numbers aren’t great but they could be a lot worse.” 

For Chris Fakir this is the continuation of a long 
downward trend that has been years in the making. 
Fakir or DJ Fakir as he is commonly known is a vet-

eran of the industry and has seen it all in his 26 years 
working in Lethbridge nightlife. 

“I’ve worked pretty much everywhere there is to work 
in Lethbridge,” says Fakir who began his career working 
security and as a porter before finally making his way to 
the DJ Booth. 

“The club scene is going to take a huge hit from just 
being closed right now. It’s probably not going to 
survive.” 

Already some establishments like Average Joes have 
closed down and others like Studio 54 have changed 
ownership. 

For Fakir social media and instant communication have 
changed the way people party in ways he feels have been 
detrimental to the nightlife industry. 

“Social media has really made a huge change to how 
people interact. Back in the day, there was no such 
thing, people didn’t really have cell phones. People 
just knew to go to a club at so and so date. Nowadays 
if someone goes to a club and it’s 11:30 and there are 
three people there they can text their friend and say let’s 
go to [another club] I heard it’s banging over here. It’s a 
difficult industry.”

However, Fakir notes that clubs also need to do right by 
their customers by taking care of them, ensuring their 
safety, and pouring fair drinks. 

There is also a personal cost that comes with the 
industry being at a standstill. 
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“It’s been hard [...] On a personal level what do I do 
when I can’t DJ?” says Dami Idowu, aka DJ Carpel. 

Idowu has a residency at Hudson’s and sometimes 
works at Club Lime, Studio 54, and private events. He 
spent the last couple of years building his career and 
now like many in the industry has lost much of his 
income and routine.

“I don’t even know where to start. The feeling of having 
to go somewhere, my schedule is [usually] always busy 
but there is nothing to do and there is nothing to replace 
that. Money wise as well my bank account is crying.”

“The past three years I’ve been at the bar holding it 
down for new year’s countdown. This year I wasn’t able 
to even have that decision, it was already made for me.”

Lethbridge’s nightlife scene is tied to its university 
population. There is significantly less traffic at the bars 
and clubs in the summer when the majority of the 
students are out of town.

“It’s a stress relief, it’s an avenue of escape. Everybody 
needs a release and right now it’s missing” says Fakir. 

“I had one person come up to me. It was his last year 
of school [and] last weekend of partying before finals 
and he said thank you. You got me through some rough 
patches, I appreciate you playing my requests.”

“You get a chance to network and meet new students, 
old students, everyone’s out partying ready to kickstart 
the year on a good note,” says Idowu, a former student 
of the university himself.

Dixon thinks that section of the population will be 
the most willing to risk going out when restrictions 
eventually loosen. 

“I think the youth will get out quicker. The 
[post-secondary] and High school crowd around 18-25 
will be quick to go out. There will be an older crowd 
more hesitant to work their way back into that scene.” 

Vaccines have offered a light at the end of the tunnel but 
the future of nightlife still looks uncertain. No matter 
what it is sure that the pandemic will leave an indelible 
mark on the Lethbridge nightlife industry. 

Image: Lethbridge Link
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Open House in Miniature 

The Meliorist in collaboration with the niche gallery 

Image: the niche gallery
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The advanced and senior studio class of Spring 2021 
is excited to present Open House in Miniature, a 
collaborative student exhibition hosted between 
the niche gallery and The Meliorist. By locating 
Open House in Miniature across two online student 
platforms we are promoting the idea of 
collaboration and encouraging viewers to explore 
each platform and its new online iteration. The 
exhibition showcases the different styles, techniques, 
media, and ideas that the advanced and senior 
students have explored this semester. Due to the 
space limitations of the physical niche gallery, 
each person has contributed a miniature piece of 
art as a representation of their larger practice this 

semester. The ability to collaborate and work 
together is an important tool for artists in school 
as well as in “the real world,” and the ongoing 
covid-19 pandemic has drastically affected the ways 
in which we can interact with and create art. The 
niche gallery and The Meliorist are two resources
still available to students during lockdown. 
We have created a unique cross-platform viewing 
experience. In the next three pages you can read 
statements from the artists that complement the work 
they have submitted to the gallery. To view the work 
itself, click this link: https://nichegalleryonline.word-
press.com/current-exhibitions/

Rachel Krause 

I am a fourth-year art studio major currently 
completing my final semester before graduation, 
practicing mainly in the fields of painting, photogra-
phy, drawing, and most recently, embroidery and land 
art. Throughout the past two years of independent 
studio courses, I have been focusing on projects 
that tie into environmentalism and ecological 
awareness. These include a series of paintings 
stemming from my desire to bring attention to the 
crisis surrounding pollinating insects and the deep, 
far-reaching connection that they have with 
landscapes (and resources that come from these) 
around the world. My work attempts to examine 
landscape from a non-traditional perspective 
while also displaying part of the world of the bee, 
considering the relationships between the two in 
connection with the ideas of macro and micro. 

My leaf pieces featured in the niche gallery 
(untitled) are part of my series of modified natural 
objects which draw on the connection between 
nature and the body as well as explore nature as 
relating to mechanisms of personal healing. I am 
experimenting with creating imprints and insertions 
of touch and mark-making onto these objects, some 
of which will eventually return to nature. This series 

combines two previous projects: my 
representations of pollinating insects within their 
immediate environments with insertions of painted 
aerial views of the larger areas they affect, as well as my 
already-in-progress painting and embroidery works on 
natural material. 

Ethan Toews

My paintings are created by layering a large 
variety of colours in a complementary way where 
opposing colours get to interact with one 
another. These colour interactions give the 
painting an energetic ability, where any one colour 
will have an interesting relationship with its paired 
colour. For me, colour signals emotions, which is 
why it is so prevalent in my paintings.

Based on photos I’ve taken over the years I paint 
landscape paintings. These paintings are inspired 
by a moment in my life, which is why I title 
the paintings based on an emotion or thought, 
rather than a place. Along with the title of the painting, I  
include the photo’s timestamp, the date, and the 
minute the photo was taken. I use a relaxed 
painting method which resembles en plein air painting. 
However, instead of painting from life, I paint as I 
reminisce over the past.

https://nichegalleryonline.wordpress.com/current-exhibitions/
https://nichegalleryonline.wordpress.com/current-exhibitions/
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The photo comes first just like a moment in my life.
Second, comes the painting, a desire to forever 
keep that ideal moment. I create fabricated scenes 
in my paintings that transport me into an idealized 
landscape where I place my own emotions. The 
photos from which I pull inspiration represent to 
me, my location in time. The painting represents my 
emotions, physically. Does everyone idealize their 
view of the world as well, where do they place their 
emotions? In objects like I do?

Chataya Holy Singer

My art practice is based on various mediums to 
convey my ideas using photography, digital media, 
painting, performance, and drawing. I also work 
with traditional Blackfoot practices such as 
beading and sewing. I identify myself as a Blackfoot 
interdisciplinary contemporary artist.

I embrace my roots, history and spirituality, which 
is embodied in my work and motivates me as an 
emerging local artist. I feel it is my purpose to 
re-learn, rekindle and revitalize my culture to 
honour my ancestors. My intentions are to 
represent the land of where I come from, which 
is the Kainai (Blood) Tribe, as a member of the 
Blackfoot Confederacy located within Treaty 7 
territory. It is my passion to fulfill the knowledge 
that has been stripped and taken away from my 
predecessors. I achieve this by reintegrating their 
legacy into my practice while voicing my own 
story. My life goal is to pass on my knowledge to 
the younger generation as I aim to inspire the youth 
to continue to go to school and to relearn their 
culture. As an artist, I will continue breaking the 
intergenerational trauma cycles that have broken down 
the Indigenous identity for many generations.

Saaam (Medicine), is the title of my project. I 
filled a medicine bag that I had beaded and sewn 
together, with traditional medicinal herbs. Inside 
there is sweetgrass (sipatsimo), sage (ka’ksimii), 

tobacco (pisstaahkaan), sweet pine (katoyis), and spruce 
(patokh’i). Sweetgrass represents prayer 
(aatsimoyihkaan), the sage represents cleansing, 
tobacco represents offerings, sweet pine represents 
spirituality, and spruce represents healing. These 
traditional medicines are examples of how they have 
been used historically by the Blackfoot for their 
remedial properties. Saaam brings an understanding 
to how these practices are still actively used today, 
offering traditional knowledge as a way of life while 
promoting health awareness.

William L. Baliko

William L. Baliko is a young Canadian artist 
nearing completion of a Bachelor of Fine Art at the 
University of Lethbridge; specializing in 
blacksmithing, sculpture, and mixed-media 
installations.  He has a previous diploma in 
studio art from Red Deer College, with a minor in 
English. William was born in Canmore, Alberta, 
and grew up travelling across North America and 
South Korea.  William’s artistic practice is strongly 
influenced by the natural world, the concept and 
effects of nostalgia, the interactions between art and 
artist, and between the art and its viewer or 
participant. His passions include travel, 
medieval re-enactment, poetry, cooking, historical 
European martial arts, collaborating with other 
artists, and swing/blues dancing.  Recently, William 
has found artistic inspiration in Japanese Gutai 
art, the current Metamodernism movement, 
experiencing the new virtual covid-19 world, and 
documenting the effects of mental health in a virtual 
world.  William aims to pursue a life of professional 
artmaking. 
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Josie Hammerstedt
 
Trees are so important to the world, and thus to 
humans. They provide us with so many useful things 
we see in everyday life. Their many uses include the 
wood we use to build our houses, the very air we 
breathe, the paper we draw on, and of course the 
list goes on. My work has been focusing on trees, 
specifically their uniqueness from each other and 
their interesting forms. They are so grand and
beautiful and do so much for all of us. I use a 
cross-contour line to create their form; it is repetitive 
and loose, which makes it easy for me to get a good 
sense of each subject, as I layer line over line. The 
small scale of my work makes the bigger trees less 
intimidating, and I am able to study their many 
curves and shapes in a more personal way than I 
normally would. There is a certain economy to this 
way of working that allows the trees to speak for 
themselves. This series also requires a lot of walks
 outside, and on these walks, I typically pass the 
same trees over and over. Through this, I am able to
constantly see them in different lighting, at different 
angles, and it reminds me how truly interesting they 
are as subjects in drawing, and reminds me of their 
importance as objects.

Samantha Newton

Repetition and practice are essential to the endless 
pursuit of perfection. Ballet is an excellent 
access point to this idea, as the image of a 
relentlessly dedicated dancer is familiar to most 
people. I am interested in the pathos of continually 
attempting the impossible, how our bodies fail in 
the pursuit of perfection, and how fleeting that 
perfection is. I have broken down the movement 
of a ballerina’s pirouette and reconstructed it using 
video, screen printing, sequential image and costume, 
examining the technologies used to record movement. 
There is a history of recording ballet through the use of 
printmaking dating back to 1700. One of the lasting 
methods for recording choreography in ballet is the 

selection of certain dancers to act as “memorizers.” 
Today, video recordings play an important role in 
archiving and sharing dance. An important aspect 
of this work was my daily pirouette practice for the 
camera, and the resulting collection of videos, as well 
as the final costume piece.

The piece you’ll find in the niche gallery is a 
miniature version of my final costume piece, 
alongside a representation of how I would ideally 
display the collection of my daily pirouette 
practice videos. The dress is made of white fabric 
with a sequence of dancer silhouettes screen 
printed in black around the hem. The skirt is shaped 
like a cylinder, and gathered at the waist, so that 
when I wear the completed costume for my 
end-of-semester pirouette performance the hem will 
flare out, acting as a screen to the viewer, animating 
the dancer into a complete movement.

Kaela Murphy

My work responds to the unsolicited commentary 
and physical interactions I have experienced with 
the people around me concerning my ethnicity and 
physical appearance. My practice this semester is 
rooted in printmaking; the 15x17 inch posters are 
printed on newsprint and presented outside of an 
institutional art setting, intended to be distributed 
and displayed in public. I am interested in the use of 
posters to create a public sphere as they engage 
with public space. The texture of the ink upon the 
newsprint and the hand-carved letters indicate the 
direct intervention of my hand in the work. The 
bold presentation of the red letters layered over the 
black self-portrait brings attention to the harassment 
and racial microaggressions I face as a biracial 
woman. 
 
The poster displayed in the niche gallery is a 
miniature representation of the larger posters I 
have been working on this semester. The lettering 
and self-portrait were both carved out of 1/8-inch 
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linoleum. The letters have to be carved 
backwards in order to have them read from left to 
right. Each print is comprised of three layers of ink. 
The self-portrait is inked in black before the text is 
inked first in white, then red to make the text stand out 
from the self-portrait. 

Carmen Madsen

The cabin was warm, perhaps not always in 
temperature, but warm nonetheless. The 
wood-burning stove at the cabin was truly the heart 
of the home, in functionality and how it brought my 
family together. In the summer months, the stove 
would collect mindless clutter in anticipation of 
being ablaze once again. When the inevitable chill of 
winter would return, the stove was waiting to provide 
the sweet comfort of warmth. The stove produced 
an intensely dry heat - I can remember the feeling 
of the hot, dry air making my nose itch. 

The cast-iron stove fragments that hung on the 
wall behind the stove were found by my Mum as a 
child at her childhood cabin. To me, these cast iron 
fragments signify an intergenerational connection 
to adventure, childhood whimsy, appreciation of the 
outdoors, and cherished family memories. The 
cabin has now been sold, and due to the COVID-19 
pandemic and the cabin’s location in Montana, I 
could not say goodbye to this extraordinary place. I feel 
a deep longing for the Tobacco Valley sun, the porch 
swing, the sound of wind rushing through the trees, 
the abandoned forestry roads, and the warm 
wood-burning stove.   

Jax Stienstra 

My artwork for the niche gallery is a miniature living 
room set in the style of the project of the large dystopic 
dollhouse in progress. Amidst the Covid 19 lockdowns 
I finally had the time and inspiration to complete a large 
scale project. It had been ruminating in my head for 
years. It started by just being a dollhouse but when hor-
rible events kept happening I knew it needed something 
else. It was inspired by dystopia and my prediction of 
what may happen to humans if everything remains the 
same. 

The exterior of the sculptural installation plain 
black dresser cabinet. The inside is an artificial 
world that is built to look like a miniaturized 
middle-class home. The objects within the home 
are stylized though they are decrepit. The house 
is abandoned of all human life, all that remains is what 
is left behind. The objects are crafted from easily 
obtained materials, some of these being recycled. In 
my attempts to be as eco-friendly as I could, I did not 
purchase anything new or specific. Since this work 
is about the destruction of mankind I did not 
want to contribute. My overall vision for this artwork 
is to emerge others in my pretend yet likely future.
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Quarantine Recipes
The Meliorist 

Food is not only integral to our survival but it is a conduit for conversation, companionship and intimacy. Food is 
a love language and a cultural staple. It connects us to our ancestors and to our families. It is also an integral part 
of our history. Many of the dishes we prize and savour today were created in times of hardship. Preserves, pickles, 
salted meats and alcohol-filled puddings are only a handful of examples...

Sorcha Deheer - Editor in Chief 

Preparing food has always been a labour of love for me, 
and it was never something to be taken for granted. 
Despite having very limited finances, my mother 
always managed to cook wonderful and healthful 
meals. They were hearty, tasty, warming and filled with 
love. I see food as a gift that should be cherished but 
also shared. One of my favourite things is cooking for 
people and I haven’t been able to do that very much 
during the pandemic. At the very least, I can share 
one of my favourite recipes with you, the reader. This 
recipe comes from a 1996 edition of Reader’s Digest 
entitled “Like Grandma Used To Make: A Treasury of 
Fondly Remembered Dishes.” I got this book from my 
great grandmother after she became too old to cook by 
herself. It is not the most interesting of her cookbooks 
but it is the one I have used the most. In typical 90s 
fashion, it tries to make traditional recipes healthier. 
I generally ignore its suggestions...no one should ever 
saute onions in water. 

Orange Chiffon Cake with Spice and Orange Frosting

I make this cake for almost every party I host or 
attend. I skip the frosting in favour of a heavy dusting 
of powdered sugar. This way, guests can eat it with their 
hands and I don’t have to be seen using the atrocity that 
is “whipped dessert topping” (aka Cool Whip/Dream 
Whip/etc.). I included the frosting anyway, in case you 
want to use it. This recipe uses oranges but you can 
substitute any citrus fruit. I have made it with 
lemon and blood orange. It’s not too sweet either, which 

makes it palatable for those who don’t love sugar. I can’t 
even eat this cake because of gluten intolerance but it 
will be the first thing I make as soon as Covid is over. 

Cake:
• 1 cup egg whites (6 or 7 large)
• 2 cups all-purpose flour
• 1 ½ cup sugar
• 1 tbsp baking powder
• ¼ tsp salt
• ¾ cup orange juice
• ½ cup vegetable oil (I would recommend 
        substituting with canola or sunflower oil)
• 1 tbsp grated orange rind
• 1 tsp vanilla (I recommend investing in quality 

vanilla if you can)
• ½ cup egg yolks (6 or 7 large)
• ½ tsp cream of tartar 

Frosting

I have tried making this with real whipped cream 
but it never manages to hold up. I have never made it 
with whipped dessert either, so I cannot guarantee its 
success. 
• ¾ cup orange juice
• ¼ cup sugar
• 1 tbsp cornstarch
• ¼ tsp ground cinnamon
• ¼ tsp nutmeg
• 1 tsp grated orange rind 
• 1 container (8 oz.) whipped dessert topping
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In a very clean large bowl, place the egg whites and let 
stand at room temperature for 30 minutes. Preheat the 
oven to 325 F. In a small bowl, stir together the flour, 
¾ cup of sugar, the baking powder, and salt. In a cup, 
combine orange juice, oil, orange rind, and vanilla. 

In a very large bowl, with an electric mixer on high, 
beat egg yolks for 2 to 4 minutes or until thick. Add the 
oil mixture and beat until combined. Set aside. 

Add the cream of tartar to the egg whites. With very 
clean beaters and the mixer on medium-high speed, 
beat until soft peaks form. Gradually add the remain-
ing ¾ cup sugar, 2 tbsp at a time, beating until stiff 
peaks form. 

Use a rubber spatula to gently fold one-third of egg 
whites into the yolk mixture, then fold in all of the flour 
mixture and finally the remaining egg whites. Gently 
spoon evenly into an ungreased 10-inch angel food 
cake pan. Bake on the lowest oven rack for 50-55 min-
utes or until the top springs back when lightly touched. 

Immediately invert the pan, either on its legs or rest-
ing the center tube over a tall-bottle. Cool completely. 
While it cools, make the frosting. Loosen the sides of 
the cake from the pan and remove. Frost or dust with 
powdered sugar. 

Frosting: In a small saucepan, whisk together the first 
5 ingredients. Whisking constantly, bring to a boil over 
moderate heat. Cook for two minutes or until the mix-
ture has thickened. Stir in the orange rind. Cover the 
surface with plastic wrap and chill until completely 
cooled. Transfer to a large bowl and carefully cold in 
the whipped dessert topping. 

Edward Hsiang - Sciences Editor

Sexy skillet potatoes - original recipe

What you’ll need: 
• 4-5 medium potatoes, sliced thinly into discs, 

soaked in water to remove the starch (yellow/
white-skinned potatoes work best, but russets will 
do in a pinch)

• Around half a stick of butter
• Maple syrup - measure with your heart
• Extra 10 mL butter for the sauce
• 2 teaspoons all-purpose flour
• 1 cup milk or ½ cream + ½ cup milk
• Shredded cheese - measure with love, all cheeses 

are beautiful but something creamy works best 
here over a generic cheddar, I recommend a mild 
Havarti

• 0.5-1 teaspoon of nutmeg
• A cast-iron skillet (round, no bevels)
• Parchment Paper (optional)

This is a recipe that’s guaranteed to warm your heart 
and possibly ingratiate you to your friends and 
potential partners. It’s fully customizable, so give it a 
few goes to get it to where you want it to be. To mix 
things up, layer with yams, kombucha squash or even 
carrots.

Preheat oven to 375 F

First, heat up your cast iron skillet and melt in a chunk 
of butter. Start placing your potato discs on the bottom 
of your pan until you form a single layer. Add more 
butter in thin slices, distributed around the top of the 
potato layer, salt and pepper to taste. Repeat until you 
use up half of your potatoes. Now my super-secret 
ingredient is to add a generous sploosh of maple 
syrup. The liquid gold will flow through your 
potatoes to the bottom of the pan where it’ll crisp 
up and caramelize beautifully. Now continue to 
layer the rest of your potatoes with butter, salt and 
pepper. Feel free to add some herbs and spices as you 
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see fit, we’re aiming for a creamy, sweet, savoury flavour 
profile. Once all the potatoes are used up, add one small 
sploosh of syrup then either cover with a lid or with a 
layer of parchment paper pressed down flat on top of 
the potatoes and let simmer on medium/low heat for 
around 20-30 minutes.

Now we will start making a very basic roux. Melt 
your butter in a separate pan until bubbly, then stir in 
your flour, forming a smooth paste (it might be a little 
more runny than pastey but that’s ok). Let that bubble 
until slightly browned, around 3-5 min. Switch to low 
heat and slowly incorporate your milk, making sure 
to use either a rubber spatula to smear your roux into 
the milk, or use a whisk to fully incorporate the milk 
into the emulsion. Stir in your cheese and nutmeg 
until homogenous. You don’t need to wait for the sauce 
to thicken like you would for pasta. Now remove the 
lid/parchment paper from your skillet, pour the sauce 
over your potatoes and let simmer for another 10 
minutes covered, with careful control of the 
temperature not to burn anything. Finally, toss your 
entire skillet uncovered into the oven to get that 
crispy bottom. This should thicken the sauce, ensure 
all your potatoes are cooked, and make your kitchen 
smell wonderful. Bake for 10-15 minutes, then let cool 
undisturbed until you can’t stand it anymore and need 
to dig in.

Liam Devitt - News Editor

Bolognese Sauce, and lots of it

Meat sauce is good. Lots of meat sauce is better. Lots of 
meat sauce in your freezer, well, that’s living large! What 
makes my take on Bolognese work is my dedication to 
browning everything well. I’m sure Edward, being the 
scientician he is, could tell you all about the Maillard 
reaction and all that jazz, but simply put—the more 
you brown food, the better it is. If you’re just learning 
how to cook and want something that is economical, 
easy and will make you feel way better at cooking than 
you actually are, this is the ticket.

Serves however many people live in your home or 
yourself and your freezer.

What you’ll need:

• Olive oil
• 1 onion (or 3-4 good sized shallots)
• 3-4 good-sized carrots
• 3-4 ribs of celery
• 4 cloves of garlic, thinly sliced (more if ya nasty)
• 1 package of the ground meat of your choice. Any-

thing works, but something with a bit higher fat 
content like pork, beef or lamb will be better.

• 1 can crushed tomatoes
• 1 can diced tomatoes or 1 can whole tomatoes, 

with the tomatoes squished up by hand
• 2 tbsp tomato paste or 1 tbsp double-concentrated 

tomato paste
• 2 tsp Worcestershire sauce or fish sauce (optional, 

but recommended)
• 1 ½ tsp liquid bouillon of any flavour (i.e. Better 

than Bouillion; optional but recommended) 
• Half a bottle of white wine, preferably something 

inoffensive like a Pinot Grigio. The other half you 
can do with as you wish, perhaps having it with 
dinner?

• 1 tbsp Balsamic vinegar
• Whatever herbs you want, whether dried or fresh. 
• 2 tsp red pepper flakes
• Pasta, cooked in salted water to al dente, to be 

ready whenever your sauce is
• Parmesan or Pecorino Romano cheese, for serving
• Chopped Italian parsley, for serving

1. Get out a dutch oven or heavy-bottomed pot
Place it on medium heat and throw in a good glug 
of olive oil. Put in your ground meat once the pot 
is hot, season well with salt and pepper. Brown 
the meat until cooked through and browned well.

2. While the meat is browning, get out a food 
processor or a blender. If you don’t have such an ap-
pliance, then simply chop up the onion, carrots and 
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celery as fine as you can. Not too pasty, but fine. If 
you are cool and have a food processor, hack up the 
onion, carrots and celery into medium-sized chunks 
that your food processor will be able to manage. Pulse 
until you have a coarse mixture. We aren’t going for 
baby food here, yet we still don’t want huge chunks of 
carrot or onion in the sauce. Use your best judgement.

3. Once your meat is well browned, remove it from the 
pot. If it looks like there’s a lot of fat that has rendered 
out--like a lot, like a disgusting amount, you can get rid 
of it if you want. Put in the garlic and red pepper flakes, 
and stir constantly until you smell the flakes and gar-
lic and the garlic begins to turn a golden colour, about 
30 seconds. Make sure the red pepper does not burn.

4. Put in your vegetable mixture, making sure to 
scrape up the brown bits that the ground meat has left 
behind. Doing this is important because it will make 
your sauce taste better, and then those bits won’t burn 
in the future. Let this cook for a while, until most of the 
liquid has cooked out and the veggies are beginning to 
brown, stirring occasionally, When the veggies begin 
to brown, you’ll probably want to keep a bit more of an 
eye on it, as burning is a bit of a possibility. If you get in 
the Burn Zone, (nothing has burnt yet, but you think 
it’s gonna happen!) reduce the heat and splash in a bit 
of the wine.

5. When your veggies look well browned, add the 
tomato paste. Cook until the paste turns a brick red 
colour, and the canned tomato taste has cooked out. 
Add the Worcestershire or fish sauce, if using. I real-
ly recommend using it, it adds a savoury richness that 
you won’t get otherwise. It won’t taste fishy.

6. Now, jack up the heat to medium-high and add the 
rest of your wine, taking care to scrape up any brown 
bits. Reduce the volume of the sauce to about half, we’re 
basically trying to cook the alcohol out.

7. Now add your tomatoes and your meat back in the 
pot. Wow! It looks like we’re done! Nope, taste the 

sauce! It tastes like canned tomatoes, right? Not what 
we want. This needs to simmer for a while, so bring 
it up to a boil on high heat, then take it back down to 
medium-low for a simmer. Dissolve the bouillon in the 
sauce. Now’s also the time to add your dried herbs, if 
using.

8. Look at the consistency of your sauce. Is it too liq-
uidy? Too thick? Just right? If it’s too thick, add a bit 
of water and throw the lid on. If it’s too liquidy, let it 
simmer with the lid off. If it’s just right, throw the lid 
on. Simmer for as long as it takes to meet these two 
conditions: 1) The sauce has a deep tomato flavour, and 
does not taste tinny; 2) it is a desirable consistency. In 
practice, this is about 45 minutes.

9. Once you’ve met those two conditions, you’re 
almost there. If you’re using fresh herbs, chop them 
up now and put them in. Taste the sauce again and 

Image: Yeh Xintong
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ask yourself: “does this need vinegar?” The answer is 
probably yes, so add that vinegar. If not, don’t. It also 
probably needs salt at this point, so add salt to taste.

10. Serve with pasta, parmesan or pecorino, some 
parsley, and if you like, the other half of that bottle of 
wine.

Alexis Kelly - Website & Marketing Coordinator

Pan-fried Brussels Sprouts with Garlic Crema
 
I used to dislike brussels sprouts. My boyfriend loves 
to cook, and the first time he made these ones for me, 
I was hooked on them. We made them for my family 
when we were living with them and they loved them 
too, so it’s good for the whole family and you get some 
healthy-not-so-healthy-because-they’re-fried-in-oil 
veggies!

• Non-stick pan
• Pot
• ¼ cup of oil to fry
• A bag of brussels sprouts
Garlic Crema
• ½ cup of mayo
• A splash of milk
• 2 cloves of garlic
• ¼ of a lemon (juiced)
• Salt & Pepper to taste
• Italian Seasoning to taste
• 
Garnishes
• 2 green onions
• Toasted sesame seeds

1. Mise en place: Wash your vegetables. Cut a little 
off the stem of the brussels sprouts and then cut each 
of them in half lengthwise (be sure not to cut too much 
off the stem or they might fall apart). Juice your lemon. 
Finely chop your green onions.

2. Boil the brussels sprouts: Add some water and salt 

to a pot and bring to boil. Put all the brussels sprouts 
in and set a timer for 5-10 minutes (they’re done when 
you can poke through them semi-easily with a fork).
 
3. While you wait for the brussels sprouts, make the 
crema. Put the mayo into a bowl, and mix in your gar-
lic, some lemon juice, salt, and pepper. Once this is 
mixed, add a little bit of milk to thin it out. Taste and 
add any more of the crema ingredients until your heart 
is happy.
 
4. Once the brussels sprouts are done boiling, strain 
them and then run some cold water over them to stop 
the cooking process. After this, dry them thoroughly 
and put a little salt on them.

5. Add enough oil to cover the bottom of your pan, 
approximately ¼ cup, and heat on medium-high.

6. Once the oil is hot, add your dried brussels sprouts 
to the oil face down, laying them away from you to pre-
vent oil splash. Fry for about 3-5 minutes on each side 
or until they’re golden brown. 

7. Serve your brussels sprouts in a bowl or on a plate, 
spoon some crema over them and then top with your 
garnishes: sesame seeds and green onions. Enjoy!

Image: Franzi Meyer
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Jax Stienstra - Designer

Ultimate Comfort Ramen

Ramen is such a comfort food for me, when I was 
little I used to eat it out of a plate with different 
compartments in it. My mom used to add veggies and 
meat to it, but my recipe was something I saw on the 
internet and was so skeptical about it. Ramen and 
cheese…I personally don’t eat this ramen very often be-
cause it is salty and not exactly nutritional, but if I am 
sad this is a good and easy meal.

• Nonstick Pan (I cook my ramen in a pan rather 
than a pot)

• Sapporo Ichiban Original Flavour Ramen (I only 
eat Sapporo ramen, texture for me is so important 
and I haven’t found another instant ramen that has 
the right texture)

• Cheese (I suggest mozzarella cheese, but cheddar 
would be good too) 

I am like a Grandma in the way I cook, don’t follow a 
recipe but somehow manage to make it taste the same 
every time. 

1. Boil water - I normally boil my water in the kettle 
then pour it into the pan because I’m impatient

2. Add ramen - Once the ramen is partially cooked 
I add half of the flavour package because otherwise, 
this recipe is extremely salty. I like to partially cook 
the noodles before so they get some of the flavour 
embedded in them

3: Drain excess broth - I like my ramen with very 
little broth but when cooking ramen in a pan there isn’t 
much extra water. If you like ramen with a lot of broth 
feel free to skip this step
4: Plate - I like this ramen in a bowl (even without a 
bunch of broth) once it’s plated add the cheese! I add a 
few slices of mozzarella and let it sit for a minute then 
stir so the cheese is distributed evenly. Bone Apple 
Teeth!
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Four International Students Talk About Their First 
Canadian Winter

Oseremen Irete 

At the start of the Fall 2020 semester, over 10 percent of the University of Lethbridge’s 8702 students were interna-
tional students. These students come from all over the world and make Lethbridge their home. For many of these 
students, their time at the university is the first time experiencing the wonders and woes of winter. We spoke to 
four international students to find out what it was like to deal with the winter for the first time. 

Felipe

PhD student Felipe Cunha did not know much about 
Canada before moving here. He moved to Lethbridge 
to work in Dr. Andrew Iwaniuk’s lab, the main reference 
point in his field of Evolutionary Neuroscience. 

“I hadn’t heard about Lethbridge but I did know about 
this lab [...] we study mostly bird brains and how they 
change according to different behaviours,” he said.

During a band rehearsal before his move, Felipe 
decided to check how cold it was in his soon-to-be 
home. 

“I saw -19°C and I told the people in the band and 
everyone was like oh you’re crazy! I was really afraid of 
the weather.”

A May move gave Felipe a soft landing weather-wise but 
as soon as September rolled around he was searching 
for a jacket. 

“I went to the store and told the people working there 
I’m from Brazil and I’m not used to winter at all so 
can you give me the warmest jacket that is not that 
expensive [...] I was overthinking a lot, right now I 
know I was overthinking.” 
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“I remember the first forecast of a snowstorm I was so 
excited! My housemate said you’re gonna love it and 
three days after you’re gonna hate it. And she was so 
right.“

‘I wanted to shovel [snow] and I was so excited.  After a 
month I was like I’m not shovelling anymore.”

Lethbridge’s car-centred urban planning was also a 
shock to Felipe who was 
used to the dense, 
walkable 
living 

in his hometown of Rio de Janeiro.

“Back in Brazil, it’s all mixed; buildings, houses, a 
bakery in the corner. You can do everything walking 
[…]  [here] the city is organized with neighbourhoods 
just with residential houses and then you have these 
commercial complexes where you find businesses.”

Felipe encourages international students 
to be prepared but approaches winter with 

excitement and not fear

“You can still do fun things in the 
winter like sledding or skiing. 

You can still go out and en-
joy life.” 
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Sharanpreet 

When Sharanpreet Singh Mann decided to study 
Kinesiology at a university in Canada, the University 
of Lethbridge was one of the schools on his radar. Since 
an old friend of his lived just two hours away in Cal-
gary he was sure it would be a good fit for him. 

He arrived in December 2019 in anticipation of 
the Spring 2020 semester. While he knew he’d be 
experiencing weather much different from what he was 
used to in New Delhi, Sharanpreet’s first experience of 
winter was defined by the season’s festivities.

“The first month was pretty exciting. I was there in 
Calgary with my friend and it was Christmas time [...] 
We don’t celebrate Christmas that much, here it’s all 
about Christmas!” 

Although the holidays were different from anything 
he’d experienced before, Sharanpreet found 

similarities in the presence big 
celebrations have in a society’s collective 

psyche. Diwali, a five-day-long festival 
of lights on the surface may seem very 

different from Christmas but they 
occupy the same space in the hearts 
and minds of those who celebrate 
them. 
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“It’s the festival they’ve been waiting for the 
whole year. The festival we’re waiting for is 
Diwali, it’s pretty much like Christmas. 
I had my Diwali season in October 
then I came here and saw how 
Christmas is celebrated. I 
realized it’s pretty 
much the same, the 
enthusiasm and 
excitement of the 
festival.”
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Anna 

Anna Nikolova was looking for a master’s program and 
she wanted something different. She did not consid-
er any universities in her home country of Bulgaria or 
elsewhere in Europe. 

“[I] was looking in North America because I really 
wanted to travel and go far. I only applied to the Uni-
versity of Lethbridge,” she said.

Living in the dorms, she had high expectations for a 
vibrant campus life that was different from what she’d 
experienced during her undergrad in Sofia, Bulgaria. 
This choice was heavily influenced by the “very North 
American” media like Cartoon Network she watched 
growing up. 

“I had only seen Lethbridge on google street view [but] 

I was very enthusiastic about living in a smaller town.”

“It was very much like the movies with campus life [..] 
I immediately fell in love with the energy. We had so 
many events at the beginning where everyone meets 
each other, Grad school events, campus events, ma-
jor-specific events.”

Despite experiencing winter in her home country, 
Anna knew the Canadian version would be different. 

“At the international student orientation, they warned 
us that no matter where we were from we wouldn’t 
know what it’s like. I was kind of prepared but it’s a 
physical experience so no matter how much you’ve 
mentally prepared until you feel it physically it’s very 
different.” 

An early snowstorm caught her and her fellow 
international student roommates off guard and forced 

them to rush to buy some winter gear.
 

“The problem was after the snowstorm it 
got better so we basically did that for 

nothing. We went 
mid-snow-
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storm to look for winter clothing without actually 
needing it for a couple of weeks!”

Anna’s advice? “I would say don’t overthink it. 
Don’t come in shorts and flip-flops, you should be 
prepared for winter but not afraid of it. ”

Besides the essentials like a jacket, mittens and toque, 
Anna has another helpful tip. 

“You just need a positive attitude because that
 will definitely help you warm up.”
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Camila 

Camila Dias has always had a thing for Canada.

“I ended up coming to Vancouver from December 
2010 to March 2011 to study English, that’s when I fell 
in love completely.”

After that, she did an exchange program at the Univer-
sity of Lethbridge for a year and a half in 2014. When 
she realized she “needed a change” from the world of 
Biomedical Science she returned for her second degree 
in French and Spanish.”

The most enduring memories of winter for Camila in-
volve waiting for the bus, something she’s had to do 
very often given the intermittent nature of Lethbridge’s 
public transit. 

“Every time I think about winter I only 
think about waiting for the bus 
because if you miss one here 
in Lethbridge the next one 
comes in 30 minutes. 
If I missed the bus 
in the past I’d just 
keep moving on 
the sidewalk to 
keep my heat.” 

“When you 
explain to 
people back 
home what 
winter is like 
they think ev-
erything stops 
and you stop 
your life because 
it’s cold outside but 
absolutely not, life 
keeps going.”  

Camila has learnt to walk like a duck to avoid slipping 
on ice and picked up much of the winter knowledge 
that many Canadians take for granted. She believes 
winter is something you simply get used to and after a 
few years of dealing with it, she can see herself getting 
more comfortable.

“In the past, I used to have a gigantic boot that came up 
to almost my knee but now I don’t need that anymore,” 
she said with a laugh. 
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